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A variety of computational studies was undertaken to examine and establish the relative importance
of open versus closed structures for unbranched secondary n-alkyl cations. First, the PW91 level of
density functional theory was used to optimize over 20 minimum-energy structures of sec-pentyl,
sec-hexyl, and sec-heptyl ions, demonstrating that closed structures are more stable than open ones
on the potential energy surface �PES�. Second, PW91 was used with a theoretical Andersen
thermostat to perform a molecular dynamics simulation �150 ps� of C9H19

+ at a typical catalytic
temperature of 800 K, demonstrating that the structure preference is inverted on the free-energy
surface. Third, both quantum �rigid-rotor/harmonic oscillator� and classical partition functions were
used to demonstrate that the simulated structure-opening at catalytic temperatures is due to the
floppiness of the open forms, which improves its free energy by both lowering its zero-point
vibrational energy and increasing its molecular entropy. The particular conformer of the preferred
open form �at 800 K� is dependent on length of alkyl ion, with pentyl ions preferring syn/anti
structures but longer ions preferring open-clinal ones. These results, plus an additional set of PES
optimized structures from an alternative level of theory �MP2 /6-31G�d , p��, are used to discuss the
likely nature of secondary n-alkyl ions. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3230603�

I. INTRODUCTION

Computational chemistry studies of reaction mechanism
typically concern themselves with minima and transition
states on the potential energy surface �PES� for atomic
nuclear motion. Free energies, when computed, are usually
obtained as corrections to PES energies. In classical dynam-
ics, however, one can envisage a free-energy surface �FES�,
analogous to the PES, but with minima and transition states
in shifted locations. Practitioners of rate theories such as
variational transition-state theory have been concerned about
such shifts in transition-state locations for several years in
cases where a reaction might have a “kinetic bottleneck” of
importance.1–5 When such structural shifts from PES to FES
are qualitatively significant, then refined descriptions of re-
action mechanism may be in order.6,7

We have found a case where FES minima are qualita-
tively shifted from the PES minima: secondary n-alkyl car-
bocations under the PW91 density-functional-theory �DFT�
approximation. The main purpose of this paper is to demon-
strate and analyze this shift using complementary methods.
The secondary purpose of this paper is to put this result into
context with other results to discuss the true structure and
dynamics of sec-n-alkyl ions.

Secondary n-alkyl ions are important as short-lived in-
termediates in hydrocarbon reactions, such as branching re-
arrangement and oligomerization. Their structural anomalies
are at the heart of the uncertainties8 concerning the impor-

tance of protonated cyclopropane �PCP+� intermediates in
reaction mechanism. PCP+ structures have some CCC bond
angles of �90° and are commonly seen as the lowest-energy
PES minima in computational studies.9–20 Fărcaşiu and
co-workers12–15 referred to them as “bridged” structures, but
we prefer calling them “closed” structures, first to avoid con-
fusion with H-bridged structures and second to recognize
their dynamical relationship with classical “open” structures.
We appear to be the first to point out that closed structures
are rather rare in DFT simulations at catalytic ��800 K�
temperatures.21 This shift from closed PES to open FES
structures is the focus of our study, and we limit ourselves to
sec-n-alkyl structures.

This paper is arranged as follows. First, we catalog our
results from PW91 PES geometry optimization of minimum-
energy structures of sec-n-alkyl ions with some qualitative
generalizations. Zero-point vibrational energies and free en-
ergies here are computed as traditional “static” ones using
the rigid-rotor/harmonic oscillator quantum partition func-
tion computed at locations of PES minima. Second, we
present results of a 150 ps PW91-based Andersen-thermostat
NVT molecular-dynamics �MD� simulation, which demon-
strates the shift from closed to open structures with elevated
temperatures. Free energies here are computed using classi-
cal statistical mechanics based on observed probabilities. The
two distinctly different means of computing free energies,
while approximate, were both useful in studying this preva-
lence of open structures over closed ones in elevated-
temperature simulations. Finally, we close with a catalog of
our results from MP2 PES minimum-energy structures ofa�Electronic mail: allan.east@uregina.ca.
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sec-n-alkyl ions and discussion of how true sec-n-alkyl ions
might behave.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Geometry optimizations

Minimum-energy structures for pentyl, hexyl, and heptyl
cations were optimized with the GAUSSIAN03 computational
package using its 6-31G�d , p� basis set22 and two different
levels of theory: PW91, a DFT approximation,23 and MP2,
the frozen-core Moller–Plesset perturbation theory
approximation.24 Analytic first and second derivative formu-
lae were used for both levels of theory �save for the numeri-
cal integration grid in DFT�. PES energies are reported with-
out zero-point corrections. FES energies are computed using
rigid-rotor/harmonic oscillator assumptions; note that the
harmonic oscillator assumption in particular can be rather

poor for the entropy component of floppy vibrational degrees
of freedom, such as internal rotations or low-barrier isomer-
ization coordinates.

B. AIMD simulation

Born–Oppenheimer ab initio MD �AIMD� simulation
was performed in the canonical NVT ensemble with the VASP

suite25 using the PW91 DFT approximation.23 The projector-
augmented wave �PAW� approach,26,27 applied to pseudopo-
tentials appropriate for generalized gradient approximation
DFT,28,29 was used for describing the interaction between
core and valence electrons, and the plane-wave cutoff for
valence electrons was set to 400 eV. Basis set completeness
was tested by increasing the cutoff energy to 500 eV. The
simulation temperature of 800 K was controlled using the
Andersen thermostat30 with a collision rate of 0.04 fs−1. The
atomic masses of 12.011 and 1.000 amu for C and H atoms,
respectively, were used. Classical equations of motion were
integrated using the Leap Frog algorithm31 with a time step
of 1 fs. The total simulation time was 150 ps. A wide cubic
unit cell �13.0 Å width� was used to minimize periodic
boundary effects. The charge of the cation was counterbal-
anced by a uniform background charge. The probability den-
sity plots were constructed using the kernel density
estimation.32 In this method, which is a generalization of a
standard histogram with rectangular bins, each data point is
associated with a kernel function, and the histogram is cre-

FIG. 1. Optimized conformer catalog, PW91 /6-31G�d , p�. nXY notation in
the first column: n is the number of the charged carbon, while X and Y refer
to the S/A/C positions of the subalkyl arms �see Fig. 2�. X refers to the
shorter arm for 3-hexyl and 3-heptyl ions.

FIG. 2. Preferred dihedral-angle positions for subalkyl arms of unbranched
sec-n-alkyl ions. First column: Possible positions for ����C��C�C�C��; syn-
periplanar, 0–10°; antiperiplanar, 130–160°; clinal, 94–104°. When ��� is
clinal, the beta angle ���C�C�C�� is considerably contracted. Second col-
umn: Possible positions for ����C�C�C�C�� when a subalkyl arm is clinal.
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ated as the normalized sum of kernel functions. To construct
a two-dimensional histogram P�x ,y�, a normal �Gaussian�
kernel K�x ,y�=he−�x2+y2�/2�2

with �=5.7 deg was used. Note
that the value of parameter h is irrelevant as the kernel his-
tograms are renormalized after construction.

C. Basis set equivalence

Testing was done to demonstrate that the results obtained
with the PAW/plane-wave approach used in VASP are equiva-
lent to those from the 6-31G�d , p� all-electron atom-centered
basis set used in the optimizations. See Appendix for details.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Optimized PW91/6-31G„d ,p… structures

The PESs for sec-n-alkyl ions are intriguingly complex.
There are a large number of minima and the conformers are
not consistent from ion to ion. Figure 1 displays our structure
catalog to date.

Our shorthand notation for each conformer is based on
syn/anti/clinal �S/A/C� descriptions of the positions of the
two “subalkyl” arms relative to the charged alpha carbon, as
shown in Fig. 2. To describe proximity to the charged car-
bon, ensuing carbon atoms in the two subalkyl arms are la-
beled � ,� ,� , . . . and �� ,�� ,�� , . . ., respectively. For publica-

TABLE I. Optimized PW91 /6-31G�d , p� structural data �angles in degrees� for sec-n-alkyl ions.

Conformera �123 �234 �345 �456 �567 �1234 �2345 �3456 �4567 	low
b

E
�kJ/mol�c

2-pentyl
2C c5d 125 83 111 98 122 72 0.0

3-pentyl
3CC c5e 98 126 98 101 101 79 5.7
3CS c5f 96 127 121 96 
1 100 6.0
3CA c5f 97 126 119 98 
148 62 6.6
3SA c5 121 127 120 
4 
158 106 6.3
3AA c5 119 126 119 
150 
150 76 7.4

2-hexyl
2C c6d 125 84 110 111 94 132 176 41 0.0

3-hexyl
3AC c6d 117 126 83 111 
144 98 122 69 
1.8
3CC c6g 104 125 85 111 101 99 122 53 0.2
3SC c6d 119 127 86 111 
8 99 120 58 0.5
3CA c6f 97 126 117 112 95 
137 
169 43 8.4
3CS c6f 96 127 121 112 97 
2 175 61 9.9
3SA c6 121 127 118 112 
5 
148 
166 28 8.3
3AS c6 120 127 122 112 
158 
5 176 65 10.0
3AA c6 114 126 126 114 
134 
172 
134 66 14.2

2-heptyl
2C c7d 125 86 109 111 111 92 139 174 
178 27 0.0

3-heptyl
3AC c7d 117 126 84 111 111 
144 96 127 177 48 
5.6
3CC c7g 104 126 86 110 111 104 95 135 176 28 
3.7
3CA c7h 85 126 117 112 112 94 
139 
170 
178 55 9.9

4-heptyl
4CC c7i 108 101 126 101 108 177 100 100 177 49 
5.8
4CA c7d 111 84 126 117 112 121 98 
142 
171 59 
2.8
4CS c7d 111 86 127 120 112 117 99 
9 176 63 0.9
4SA c7 112 122 127 118 112 176 
6 
147 
167 33 7.9

anXY notation �see Fig. 1�.
b	low is the lowest vibrational harmonic frequency �cm−1�.
cE is the conformer energy relative to the corresponding 2-alkyl ion.
dClinal arm is eclipsed-trans.
eClinal arms are both staggered.
fClinal arm is staggered.
gClinal arms are staggered and eclipsed-trans.
hClinal arm is eclipsed.
iClinal arms are both staggered-coplanar.
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tion we present only one ��� possibility per clinal arm
�generally the lowest-energy one�. All other dihedral angles
���� for syn and anti positions of ���, and other dihedral
angles such as ���� were chosen to be near 180°.

Table I displays the quantitative results from the geom-
etry optimizations. The angle labels in the table heading as-
sume the carbons are numbered from end to end. The alpha
angle ���C��C�C�� assumes uninteresting values near 125°,
but the beta angles �� and ��� show significant variation and
are directly correlated with the torsion angles ��� and ����.
For synperiplanar �����0–10°� and antiperiplanar ����

�130–160°� positions, the beta angle takes expanded tetra-
hedral values of 117–119°, but for clinal �����94–104°�
positions, the beta angle constricts greatly, falling between
83 and 104° �Fig. 2, first column�. This angle constriction for
clinal positions is due to the attraction between the electron
density in the “subalkyl arm” and the electrophilicity �charge
and incomplete valence� of the alpha carbon and results in
improved hyperconjugation of the C�C� bond with the
empty p orbital on C�.

Structures with clinal arms have a further complexity
because they display a variety of ��� positions �Fig. 2, sec-
ond column�. At the PW91 /6-31G�d , p� level of theory, the
lowest-energy position for a clinal arm is normally eclipsed-
trans �����+120°�, but clinal ethyl arms seem to prefer
staggered positions in 3-pentyl and 3-hexyl �although not
3-heptyl� and conformers that have two clinal arms seem to
prefer having at least one staggered, with the double-clinal
conformer of 4-heptyl �4CC c7� preferring both arms to be
staggered-coplanar �����180°�. The eclipsed clinal posi-
tion is able to constrict the beta angle to 83–87°, and we
refer to these structures as closed structures. The staggered
clinal position constricts the beta angle a lesser amount: to
96–98° in single-clinal structures and 101–104° in double-
clinal structures, and we refer to these structures as open-
clinal. Beta angles of 109° and beyond, found for syn and
anti arms, are referred to as open structures.

Relative energies from the static PW91 calculations are
plotted in Fig. 3. If we ignore the cyclic structures �see end
of this section�, then the lowest-energy forms on the PES
�Eraw, diamonds� are ones with a clinal arm having three or
more carbons �“longarm-clinal”� due to maximum hypercon-
jugative benefit. Of these 11 structures, the lowest is the one
with two clinal “longarms.” Forms whose only clinal arm is
ethyl �“ethyl-clinal”� are higher in energy by �10 kJ mol−1

as are the classical nonclinal forms with only syn or anti
arms. Note also that ten of the 11 low-energy longarm-clinal
forms are also closed forms, thus demonstrating a general
prevalence for closed forms on the PES in agreement with
past studies.9–20 Curiously, the lowest-energy form, with two
clinal longarms, is not fully closed but open-clinal on both
sides.

On the FES �Fig. 3, G298, squares�, the closed longarm-
clinal forms face some competition from two types of open
forms. �i� Open nonclinal forms appear to have free energies
commensurate with closed longarm-clinal ones, for pentyl
and hexyl ions, although perhaps not for heptyl ions. The
energy lowering is not only due largely to lower zero-point
energies �included in E0 in the graph� but also to greater
entropy �included in G298 in the graph�: the crudely com-

FIG. 4. Cyclic 1 ,5-�-H-bridged conformers of alkyl ions from PW91 and
MP2 calculations.

CH
3

CH
2

CH

FIG. 5. Analytical function cni as a measure of the number of hydrogen
atoms connected with carbon atom during the MD simulation. In this ex-
ample, methyl group �upper curve, i=C1� was stable during whole simula-
tion, whereas the methylene group �lower curve, carbon C5� repeatedly
transformed into methine group due to spontaneous hydride transfer.

FIG. 3. Plot of PW91 /6-31G�d , p� conformer energies relative to standard clinal versions of 2-pentyl, 2-hexyl, and 2-heptyl ions. Eraw=ground-state electronic
energy, E0=zero-point-corrected energy, and G298=Gibbs free energy at 298 K in the harmonic oscillator/rigid-rotor approximations.
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puted entropy correction for these classical open structures
provides a small further lowering for most of them at 298 K
and presumably furthermore at catalytic ��800 K� tempera-
tures. �ii� Open longarm-clinal forms also have lower free
energy than their closed counterparts, although Fig. 3 can
show this effect only for the “4CC c7” version.

As a side issue, Fig. 3 also plots the energies of three
cyclic 1 ,5-�-H-bridged isomers �Fig. 4�, which we opti-
mized but did not list in Table I. Figure 3 reveals that ac-
cording to PW91, the cyclic structure is the most stable con-
former for straight-chain alkyl ions larger than pentyl. These
optimizations were motivated by the appearance of such a

FIG. 6. Probability distributions of subalkyl arm positions of n-nonyl cations as a function of torsion ��� and angle ��. Statistics was increased by folding
all data into the right-hand side of the plot �0�����180°� and making a mirror-image copy for the left-hand side �−180° �����0�. Probability increases
from light to dark. Counterclockwise from bottom right: Ethyl arms of 3-nonyl, propyl arms of 4-nonyl, butyl arms of 5-nonyl, pentyl arms of 4-nonyl, and
hexyl arms of 3-nonyl. Note the shift from fully open syn/anti positions to open-clinal positions as the arms become longer, with very few closed ���

�90°� structures observed.
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structure lasting the final 40 ps of our 150 ps simulation �vide
supra�. Experimentally, �-H-bridged structures have been
observed as transannular bridges in secondary or tertiary cy-
cloalkyl ions,33–36 but the secondary ion versions are difficult
to detect; for instance, the 1 ,5-�-H-bridged cyclooctyl ion
had a half-life of 17 min at −142 °C in SO2ClF–SO2F2

solvent.33

B. NVT ensemble simulation of C9H19
+

The MD simulation started with the 5-nonyl cation. At
the simulation temperature of 800 K, a large number of 1,2-
H-atom shifts were observed. Thus during the initial 110 ps
of simulation time the location of the three-coordinate car-
bon atom changed frequently. After �110 ps, a stable cyclic
�-H-bridged structure was created and remained stable dur-
ing the remaining 40 ps of simulation time. As we have
demonstrated in the previous section, this structure is surpris-
ingly stable with respect to isomerization. In the following
text we analyze only the first 110 ps of the MD simulation,
where only acyclic conformers were present.

The location of the three-coordinated carbon atom was
monitored using the function37

cni = �
j=1

nH 1 − � rij

R
	8

1 − � rij

R
	14 ,

where rij is interatomic separation between carbon i and hy-
drogen j, R is a reference C–H bond length set to 1.1 Å, and

nH is the number of hydrogen atoms in the cation. As shown
in Fig. 5, the value of the function cn oscillates around 0.7
for methine, 1.2 for methylene, and 1.7 for methyl group.
Terminal methyl groups were stable during the MD simula-
tion, and hence the position of positive charge can be iden-
tified by the position of the CH group in the nonyl cation.
The probability to find the CH+ group at the C3, C4, or C5
positions was about the same ��30% each�, but in the C2
position CH+ was rarer �probability 10%�.

In Fig. 6, the observed probability densities for various
configurations are shown, as functions of �� and ���, for
different positions of charge in the nonyl cation. These plots
were made to demonstrate the predicted strong correlation of
�� with ���, with �� constricting to 80–110° when its alkyl
arm is clinal �i.e., when ���� �90°�. However, the data
show relatively few closed structures ��� is rarely �90°�,
proving our claim that the FES favors open structures.

These plots provide more specific detail about this ap-
parent shift away from closed structures. They show that as
the subalkyl arms get longer �starting from the bottom right
figure and moving counterclockwise�, there is a gradual shift
in the dihedral-angle distributions from �open� nonclinal
structures to �open-� clinal ones. This shift is quantified with
statistical distributions in Table II.

Hence, small subalkyl arms are generally in open posi-
tions because they are usually not clinal. Long subalkyl arms
are not closed for a different reason; they are usually clinal
but prefer to be open-clinal rather than closed-clinal.
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FIG. 7. Helmholtz free energy of simulated C9H19
+ as a function of the

bonding angle �� �see Fig. 1�, calculated for various positions of charge
�first number in legend� and lengths of alkyl arms �second number�.

FIG. 8. Helmholtz free energy as a function of the angle ��=�345, for
3-nonyl cations whose hexyl arms are clinal. Arrow at 85° denotes expected
PES minimum based on 3-heptyl results �Table I�; free energy has opened
this angle to �103°.

TABLE II. Distribution of syn, anti-, and clinal configurations of simulated C9H19
+ for different charge posi-

tions and alkyl arm lengths.

Charge position/alkyl arm
Syn �%�


���
50°
Clinal �%�

50° � 
���
�130°
Anti �%�

130° ���

C3/ethyl 41 36 23
C4/propyl 10 40 50
C5/butyl 8 49 43
C4/pentyl 7 60 33
C3/hexyl 7 73 20
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One can plot Helmholtz free energy versus �� via
A����=−kBT ln p����, where p���� is the probability to find
angle �� at a certain specific value. Such free-energy profiles
calculated for various positions of charge in nonyl cation and
lengths of alkyl arms next to the CH+ group are shown in
Fig. 7. We find that the free-energy minimum corresponds to
an open structure ���,min�90°� for each configuration. For
small subalkyl arms the minimum is 117–119°, suggestive of
nonclinal structures. For longer arms, the width of the free-
energy valley gets wider and the minimum shifts to 105–
115°, suggestive of a structural shift toward open-clinal
structures.

Finally we should eliminate the possibility that the open-
clinal structures that dominate the simulation might be due
solely to structures that are open-clinal on both the PES and
FES, such as the double longarm-clinal structure 4CC c7 in
Fig. 3. Figure 8 plots the free energy only for 3-nonyl ions
having clinal hexyl arms, as functions of ��=�345. 3-Nonyl

ions have a clinal hexyl arm 73% of the time �Table II�.
Figure 8 clearly shows that these clinal ions prefer ���90°
on the FES, whereas the PESs for the closest analogs in
Table I �3AC c7 and 3CC c7� give ��=84–86°.

C. Other effects on open versus closed structures

Here we will discuss whether this dynamic shift from
closed to open structures on the high-temperature FES will
be altered if we consider the effects of improving the level of
theory for electronic energy and possible solvation effects.
Since AIMD simulations cannot currently be performed with
alternative levels of theory, we chose to compare the effects
of PES structures with level of theory. We reoptimized all
structures in the catalog with MP2 rather than PW91 DFT,
and the results appear in Table III.

Of the qualitative differences between PW91 and MP2,

TABLE III. MP2 /6-31G�d , p� structural data �angles in degrees� for sec-n-alkyl ions. For explanations of table headings and conformer notation, see Table
I. For clinal structures �with C in the notation�, the longer clinal arm is eclipsed-trans, and if a second clinal arm is present �CC structures�, it is staggered-
coplanar.

Conformer �123 �234 �345 �456 �567 �1234 �2345 �3456 �4567 	low

E
�kJ/mol�

2-pentyl
2C c5 124 78 109 98 122 101 0.0

3-pentyl
3CA c5 77 125 115 97 
144 111 6.8
3CC c5 106 124 79 100 97 101 7.5
3CS c5 79 126 118 98 
13 104 10.2
3AA c5 125 125 113 
173 
131 102 14.5
3SA c5 117 126 124 
8 
172 131 15.0

2-hexyl
2C c6 124 78 109 111 97 125 178 82 0.0

3-hexyl
3AC c6 115 125 78 110 
145 98 121 98 
1.1
3CC c6 106 124 79 109 98 99 122 73 
0.1
3SC c6 117 126 79 110 
14 100 118 89 2.5
3CA c6 78 125 116 112 96 125 
172 86 10.1
3CS c6 79 126 118 111 98 
13 177 78 14.2
3AA c6 113 125 125 113 
132 
174 
132 67 15.3
3SA c6 116 126 125 113 
10 
173 
132 84 15.6
3AS c6 124 126 117 111 
172 
9 
180 98 19.1

2-heptyl
2C c7 124 77 109 111 112 97 125 178 
178 57 0.0

3-heptyl
3AC c7 115 125 77 110 111 
144 98 123 179 73 
5.3
3CC c7 106 124 78 109 111 99 98 125 178 59 
4.2
3CA c7 78 125 115 112 112 96 
141 
171 
179 69 11.0

4-heptyl
4CC c7 110 80 125 106 110 123 99 98 179 59 
2.5
4CA c7 110 78 125 115 112 121 98 
143 
173 73 
2.0
4CS c7 110 79 126 118 111 118 100 
14 177 76 2.2
4SA c7 111 117 126 125 113 
179 
10 
173 
132 78 15.4
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the largest one is in the nonclinal structures: PW91 predicts
classical three-coordinate alpha carbons, while MP2 predicts
nonclassical H-bridged structures �employing a H atom from
a C� or C�� clinal position�. Changes in the preferred beta
angles are minor: �i� for synperiplanar �����0°� and anti-
periplanar ����� �150°� positions, the beta angles of 117–
122° �PW91� become 115–118° �MP2�; �ii� for eclipsed cli-
nal positions, the beta angles of 83–87° �PW91� become 77–
80° �MP2�; �iii� for staggered clinal positions in double-
clinal forms, the beta angles of 101–104° �PW91� become
106–107° �MP2�. For clinal arms, PW91 gave a milder pref-
erence for �closed� eclipsed positions versus �open� stag-
gered ones, unless the clinal arm was an ethyl arm; MP2
gives a stronger preference to closed eclipsed positions, even
for ethyl arms, and tightens the beta angle of such positions,
almost achieving true �-alkyl bridging.

The relative energies of the MP2 structures are plotted in
Fig. 9 for the same conformers as presented in Fig. 3 �and in
the same order�. MP2 disagrees with PW91 on the energies
of the nonclinal open forms as well as the structures, placing
their raw energies 5–8 kJ higher than those of the ethyl-
closed forms and placing their zero-point-corrected and free
energies near those of the ethyl-closed forms. Hence, accord-
ing to MP2, open forms �whether clinal or nonclinal� might
not have lower free energy than the longarm-closed forms in
the plot, and hence MP2-based simulations �were they pos-
sible today� might reveal substantially more closed
structures.

Which is more likely to be correct, the PW91 picture
with few closed structures, or the MP2 picture with substan-
tially more? PW91 is a “semilocal” DFT, which therefore
lacks long-range electron correlation and hence will poorly
estimate long-range interactions,38 such as dispersion or
other effects that may be important in stabilizing the closed
structures. However, MP2 with small basis sets is known to
excessively stabilize bridged structures10 due to overcorrec-
tion of the correlation effect39 and perhaps enhanced basis set
superposition error.40 At higher accuracy, Fărcaşiu pointed
out that CCSD optimizations of a branched sec-alkyl ion
indicate that the preference for closed forms lies intermediate
between the DFT and MP2 results.15 Hence, this PES effect,
which further lowers closed-structure energies, might cause

the open and closed forms of sec-n-alkyl ions to have com-
mensurate free energies in reality.

Another issue is possible solvation effects. Fărcaşiu was
concerned for many years about the role of ion-pairs in the
formation of alkyl ions in superacidic molecular liquids and
suggested that the nearby presence of an anion “partner”
could be causing open-form secondary ions as intermediates.
For instance, he performed restricted optimizations of the
structures of several small alkyl ions in ion-pair complexes
with the approaching and weakly nucleophilic H3BF−

ion13,14,41,42 and found that open structures become lower in
energy than closed ones on the PES once the anion ap-
proaches within �3 Å of the cation. In contrast, one of us
has done unrestricted optimizations of complexes of closed-
structure alkyl ions with NH3,17 H2O,17 HF,17 AlHCl3

−,18

AlCl4
−,18,19 Al2Cl7

−,20 and various small zeolite fragment
ions,19,20 and no structure-opening was seen unless the alkyl
ion became covalently bonded to the nucleophile. We see
open secondary ions, without ion-pairing, in our simulations
of alkyl ions in zeolites or ionic liquids at catalytic tempera-
tures. Hence, the prevalence of open structures in simula-
tions with catalysts could be a solvation effect, but it could
also be a free-energy effect as seen in our gas-phase simula-
tion, and both possibilities should be considered.

Hence, the preference for closed structures on the PW91
PES is reversed by dynamical effects �zero-point and free-
energy corrections�, and although PW91 neglects weak in-
tramolecular interactions, these weak interactions might be
counterbalanced to some extent by intermolecular interac-
tions with solvent/catalyst, which are also absent in the cal-
culations here. The grander issue of whether the open struc-
tures seen in simulations are real or not appears to be �pun
not intended� an open one.

D. The cyclic structure

Both MP2 and PW91 optimizations give evidence that
the cyclic conformers are lower in free energy than both
open and closed structures for sec-n-alkyl ions larger than
hexyl ion. However, in polar solutions or ionic liquids, there
is a noticeable solvation effect that may make the cyclic and
acyclic forms commensurate in energy. A computational
study of cyclic tertiary �not secondary� alkyl ions by Vrček et

FIG. 9. Plot of MP2 /6-31G�d , p� conformer energies relative to standard clinal versions of 2-pentyl, 2-hexyl, and 2-heptyl ions. Eraw=ground-state electronic
energy, E0=zero-point-corrected energy, and G298=Gibbs free energy at 298 K in the harmonic oscillator/rigid-rotor approximations.
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al.43 using polarizable continuum methods ��=30� found a
relative stabilization effect of 6–11 kcal mol−1 that moved
the open tertiary cation structure lower in energy than the
cyclic one. We have performed simulations of 2,6-H-bridged
nonyl ion in the ionic liquid �C5H5NH+��Al2Cl7

−� and ob-
served interconversions �within 4 ps time windows� of cyclic
and acyclic structures between 500 and 1200 K, also sug-
gesting a destabilization of the cyclic structure vis-à-vis our
800 K gas-phase simulation reported in Sec. III B. While this
curious structure should be worthy of further study, it may
not be important for chemical mechanism since no tendency
to fully connect the 1,5 C–C bond was observed in the
simulations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

With the PW91 approximation for energy, there is a shift
from closed �PCP+� to open structures for a gas-phase sec-
ondary n-alkyl ion when going from the PES to a FES at
catalytic �800 K� temperatures. The nature of this opening
depends on the lengths of the subalkyl arms; longer arms
prefer open-clinal positions and less energy to close, while
shorter arms prefer open nonclinal positions �particularly
ethyl and perhaps propyl arms� and require more energy to
close. The reason for the structural opening from PES to FES
is primarily entropic, except for hexyl or pentyl ions in
which the lowered zero-point energy for nonclinal open
structures appears to be the reason.

In reality, the preference for open structures on the FES
may not be as strong as seen in PW91-based MD simulations
since in static MP2 calculations, the preference for closed
structures is more pronounced than in PW91 ones and more
accurate energies might suggest more equal probabilities for
open and closed structures. The effect of particular solvents
and catalysts on the open/closed question may be important
as well.

The PW91-based MD simulation also led to the discov-
ery that 1 ,5-�-H-bridged alkyl ion structures are low in en-
ergy for n-alkyl ions longer than hexyl and that such struc-
tures may in fact dominate the very brief lifetimes of
secondary n-alkyl ions in the gas phase, although perhaps not
in strongly polar or ionic solvents.
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APPENDIX: BASIS SET EQUIVALENCE

Geometry optimizations of four initial structures of
5-nonyl ions were performed with both GAUSSIAN03 and
VASP, and the results are tabulated �see Table IV�. The 400
eV plane-wave set and the 6-31G�d , p� atom-centered set
were seen to be sufficient to reproduce large-basis results for
geometrical parameters of secondary n-alkyl ions.
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